The convectors are designed for heating residential rooms, corridors, dust-free production rooms and public spaces and for the operation in any heating systems installed within individual and multiple buildings where only heating (treated) water with forced circulation is used. Featuring low height, high heating performance and decent while modern design, they can well heat up any rooms with large windows. Suitable for halls, winter gardens, porches and residential rooms.
**CONVECTOR WITH BOARD**

**TYPES**

- Lamellar radiators H - horizontal
- Lamellar radiators V - vertical
- Radiant convectors

**COLOURS**

- Pistachio
- Ice – texture
- Blue sky
- Steel blue
- Copper - metallic
- Brass
- Aluminium - metallic
- Silver - metallic
- Grey
- Dark grey
- Chocolate
- Slate – texture
- Anthracite – metallic
- Black

For more information, contact us to: ISAN Radiátory s.r.o. • Poříčí 26, 678 01 Blansko, Czech Republic • Tel.: +420 516 489 190, Fax.: +420 516 489 605 • E-mail: sales@isan.cz